We believe in the future of agriculture.

WW.wyomingffa.org
#OurAgLegacy

FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through agricultural education.

WYOMING FFA AGVOCACY WEEK

#WyoAgStrong
In 2015 the Wyoming FFA State Officers created Wyoming Agriculture Advocacy Week to help bridge the gap in our societies knowledge and understanding of the agricultural industry. Agriculture is Wyoming’s 3rd largest industry contributing $1.8 billion to the states’ economy. As FFA members we know the importance of agriculture to our state, nation and the global economy. It’s takes many contributions, a lot of hard work, different skill sets and a little bit of luck from each of us to continue feeding and clothing the population. Your contributions to agriculture have not gone unnoticed.

This thank you note was written by one of Wyoming FFA’s 3,036 members who you motivate to play an active role in the agriculture industry.